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International seminar on Re-imagining the future Education Management Information Systems 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rationale 
 
Education Management Information Systems (EMISs) around the world are at different stages of 
maturity in design, deployment, and use of data. In many countries, EMISs play a purely monitoring and 
statistical role through the collection and reporting of headcounts of students and teachers. In some 
countries, they are becoming a comprehensive, integrated and dynamic education management 
solution. This helps to provide timely insights for daily management and monitoring of ministry’s 
operations at different levels of education administration. The transactional nature of such information 
systems helps to support and inform student learning and resource management. In between basic and 
comprehensive EMISs, there are dive 
rse data and information systems.  
 

26-28 May 2021 (3 sessions, 13:30-15:30 CET) 
 

International seminar on Re-imagining the future of 
Education Management Information Systems 
 
“Beyond head counts: Leveraging data systems to support 
inclusive and effective learning for all.” 
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The COVID-19 pandemic has shed light on the limitations and obsolescence of many information 
systems that solely focus on the collection, analysis, reporting and dissemination of education statistics 
based on school censuses. The pandemic has exposed the slowness of traditional EMISs to respond to 
changing needs deriving from unequal student connectivity, diverse learning settings, and multiple and 
disconnected data systems. This is particularly true for some countries where distance and hybrid 
education platforms were deployed to ensure the continuity of learning during school closures. In such 
countries, traditional EMISs have been shown to be ill-equipped to support teaching, learning and 
monitoring. 
 
At the same time, the pandemic has highlighted the untapped potential of more elaborate information 
systems. Some countries have harnessed it to support and monitor teaching and learning during school 
closure. They include connecting EMIS with learning management systems (LMSs), creating real-time 
dashboards, and connecting with other sectors’ information systems (e.g., health, labour market and 
social security). The future of EMIS - as an integrated system with powerful analytics that supports real-
time, data-driven decision making at all levels of education from day-to-day operations to strategic 
planning functions - may look like the diagram below (Diagram 1). 
 
 
Diagram 1. Possible vision of an integrated sector-wide EMIS

 
While the need for such integrated data systems for education management and planning has long 
been discussed, actions to meet this need have been slow. With continued technological advances, the 
steady expansion of use of technologies (e.g., mobile technologies), and the increased use of 
technology in teaching and learning due to the pandemic, it is high time to take stock of what can be 
learned from the unprecedented educational disruption and to “re-imagine” the future of EMISs. In this 
context, UNESCO is organizing an international seminar on EMISs with the below objectives and 
expected outputs. 
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Objectives and expected outputs 
 
The concept of “Re-imagining the future Education Management Information Systems” draws on the 
lessons learnt from the COVID-19 crisis and explores the changes to and the opportunities for EMISs to 
“build back better”. Keeping in line with the essence of the Sustainable Development Goal for 
education (SDG4), which places quality learning outcomes for all at the centre of the international 
education development agenda, this international seminar will look back and forward.   

● Looking back, it will promote the sharing of challenges, achievements, and innovative 
solutions in leveraging EMISs in the event of crisis to ensure the continuity of learning, the 
deployment of hybrid-learning, and the reopening of schools through the effective monitoring 
of education (e. g. real-time data collection processing and dissemination, and the tracking of 
the vulnerabilities of learners, educators and infrastructures).  

● Looking forward, it will stimulate a debate on the future of EMISs by exploring ways to 
optimize existing systems integrating new technologies and innovations such as open source 
solutions, real-time data analytics, artificial intelligence and mapping.  

● At the end of the international seminar: (1) key standards, principles and values of the future 
EMISs will be compiled and proposed; (2) an international community of practice will be 
established; and (3) the next steps to develop the recommendations for future EMISs will be 
agreed upon. 

 
Four areas 
 
The international seminar will focus on the following topics:  

1. What have we learned from the COVID-19 crisis about the strengths and gaps of current 
administrative data systems for ensuring inclusion and equity in education, collecting gender-
sensitive data, supporting teaching and learning, and improving learning outcomes?  

2. What capacities, approaches and technologies are required for EMISs to be useful tools for 
effective decision making to support sector planning, teaching and learning, management, and 
monitoring?  

3. How will frontier technologies shape the future of EMISs? What can we learn from advanced 
management information systems in other sectors and in industry? 

4. What are the key standards, principles and values that should guide the development of future 
EMISs? How can real-time, quality, ethical and inclusive EMISs that integrate learning 
management systems be designed and deployed at scale for ensuring evidence-based and 
timely decision-making at all levels? 

5. How can an international community of practice be developed - which can drive international 
cooperation, knowledge sharing and the building of common best practices for EMISs - in order 
to inform effective education management at all times, even in the event of an emergency or 
crisis? 

 
Main target audience 
 

● Senior technical officers from ministries in charge of education and training, dealing with 
planning, management, education statistics. 

● Development partners and Global Education Coalition member organizations. 
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Timelines and follow-up 
 

● The international seminar will be held in May 2021, with prior preparatory arrangements.  
● As a result of the seminar, an international community of practice will be established to engage 

in collaborative research and recommendations for future EMISs. 

Format 
 
The seminar consists of three webinars organized on three days, as outlined below: 

● Webinar 1 (26 May 2021): Sharing the experiences of countries and development partners (2 
hours) 

● Webinar 2 (27 May 2021): Capacities, approaches and technologies for system strengthening 
and effective decision making (2 hours) 

● Webinar 3 (28 May 2021): Recommendations and way forward (2 hours) 

Logistics 

The webinar will be held in English and French via Zoom Platform. All participants should be registered 
prior to the webinar via the following link: 

•  https://unesco-org.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJEqfuyorT0rEtPyxjRp267lQYkKySc8GbPm 
• Live Transmission available here:  

o Day 1: English, French 
o Day 2: English, French 
o Day 3: English, French 

 

  

https://unesco-org.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJEqfuyorT0rEtPyxjRp267lQYkKySc8GbPm
https://youtu.be/JbekK9cE5Xk
https://youtu.be/NR_6qjrLY7Q
https://youtu.be/LpDA07iqtR8
https://youtu.be/N86dL8ST3Ko
https://youtu.be/Dro-InAaV1g
https://youtu.be/TmuXe_Sdn7Y
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• Agenda 
 

Day 1 
26 May 2021 
What did we learn from the COVID-19 pandemic about the strengths and weaknesses of the 
current data systems/EMISs to ensure system resilience, inclusion and equity in education, 
support teaching and learning, and improve learning outcomes? 
13:30-13:45 Opening remarks: 

 
Moderator: Borhene Chakroun, Director, Division for policy 
and Lifelong Learning Systems, UNESCO 
 

• Stefania Giannini, Assistance Director-General, 
Education, UNESCO 

• Alice Albright, Chief Executive Officer, GPE Secretariat 
• Dai Shen, Senior Vice-President, Weidong Cloud 

Education Group 

13:45-13:55  Presentation: The evolving definition of EMIS, findings from 
the UNESCO working paper and current status of EMIS  
 
Gwang-Chol Chang, Chief, Section of Education Policy, 
UNESCO 

13:55- 14:30 Session 1.1: Experience sharing, and lessons learned from the 
COVID-19 crisis: Country perspective 
 
Moderator: Nicolas Reuge, Senior Education Adviser, UNICEF 

• Li Yanli, Director, Department of Development , 
Ministry of Education, China 

• Leticia Miras, Director, Educational Information, 
Argentina 

• Husein Abdul-Hamid, Senior Education Specialist, The 
World Bank. 

•  Abdullaev Alisher, Head of ICT Department, Ministry 
of Higher and Secondary Specialized Education,  
Republic of Uzbekistan.  

•  Professor Utkir Khamdamov, Tashkent University of 
Information Technology 

14:30-14:40 Q&A 
 
Nicolas Reuge, Senior Education Adviser, UNICEF 

14:40- 15:15 Session 1.2: Experience sharing, and lessons learned from the 
COVID-19 crisis: Global and regional perspective 
 
Moderator: Tao Zhan, Director, UNESCO-IITE 

• Margaret lrving, Education Economist, GPE Secretariat 
• Alassane Ouedraogo, Education Specialist, UNICEF 

Menaro 
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• Silvia Montoya, Director, UNESCO-UIS 

15:15-15:25 Q&A 
 
Tao Zhan, Director, UNESCO-IITE 

15:25- 15:30 Wrap-up & closing of day 1 
 
Gwang-Chol Chang, Chief, Section of Education Policy, 
UNESCO 

Day 2 
27 May 2021 
What capacities, approaches and technologies are required for EMIS to support system 
strengthening and effective decision-making? 
13:30-13:35 Introduction to Day 2 

 
Satoko Yano, Programme Specialist Education, Section of 
Education Policy, UNESCO 

13:35-14:20 
  
  

Session 2: Capacities and approaches for the future EMIS  
 
Moderator: Stéphan Vincent-Lancrin, Senior Analyst and 
Project Leader, OECD 

• Shiloh Naiken, Chief Information Officer at 
Department of Basic Education, South Africa 

• Francesca Pinna, Education Project Officer, Section of 
Education Emergencies, Displacement and Migration, 
UNESCO 

• Alpha Bah, Head of EMIS and ICT Units, Ministry of 
Basic and Secondary Education, The Gambia 

• Eng. Ruba Omari, Director of the Queen Rania Center 
for Education and Technology, Jordan 

14:20-14:25 Q&A 
 
Stéphan Vincent-Lancrin, Senior Analyst and Project Leader, 
OECD 

14:25-15:20 
  
  
  
  

Session 3: Frontier technologies to leverage for the future 
EMIS  
 
Moderator: Borhene Chakroun, Director, Division for policy 
and Lifelong Learning Systems, UNESCO 
 

• Avi Sharabi, Data Partner, KPMG Sydney 
• Dai Shen, Senior Vice-President, Weidong Cloud 

Education Group 
• Ali Al Yafei, ICT Advisor to the Minister of Education, 

UAE 
• Stéphan Vincent-Lancrin, Senior Analyst and Project 

Leader, OECD 
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• Louise Macquet, Cloud Business Development 
Lead/MEA HQ Education Team, Microsoft  

15:20-15:25 Q&A 
 
Borhene Chakroun, Director, Division for policy and Lifelong 
Learning Systems, UNESCO 

15:25- 15:30 Wrap-up and closing of day 2 
 
Gwang-Chol Chang, Chief, Section of Education Policy, 
UNESCO 

Day 3 
28 May 2021 
How to promote and support the development of the next generation of EMIS? 
13:30-13:35 Introduction to day 3 and Recap of Seminar 2 

 
Gwang-Chol Chang, Chief, Section of Education Policy, 
UNESCO 

13:35-13:45 Intro to breakout sessions 
 
Satoko Yano, Programme Specialist Education, Section of 
Education Policy, UNESCO 

13:45-14:45   
Session 4: Technologies and architectures for future EMIS 
(Parallel session 1) 
 
Moderator: Pierre Chapelet, Programme Specialist, Section of 
Education Policy, UNESCO 
 

• Knut Staring, Senior Engineer, University of Oslo, 
DHIS2 

• Louise Macquet, Cloud Business Development 
Lead/MEA HQ Education Team, Microsoft  

• Jon Kapp, Executive Director, Community Systems 
Foundation, Open EMIS3 

 
Session 5: Enabling environment for future EMIS (Parallel 
session 2) 
 
Moderator: Margaret Irving, Education Economist, GPE 
Secretariat  
 
Introductory Presentation: Satoko Yano, Programme 
Specialist Education, Section of Education Policy, UNESCO 
 

• Shiloh Naiken, Chief Information Officer at 
Department of Basic Education, South Africa 
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• Alejandro Vera Mohorade, Programme Specialist, 
Chief of Education Monitoring and Planning Unit, 
UNESCO Santiago 

• Adoumtar Noubatour, Coordinator, Pan-African 
Institute for Education for Development, African Union 

14:45-15:05 Reporting back and plenary discussion: establishment of an 
international community of practice 
 
Pierre Chapelet, Programme Specialist, Section of Education 
Policy, UNESCO 
 
Margaret Irving, Education Economist, GPE Secretariat 

15:05-15:25 Session 6: Next steps 
 
Gwang-Chol Chang, Chief, Section of Education Policy, 
UNESCO 

15:25-15:30 Concluding remarks 
 
Borhene Chakroun, Director, Division for policy and Lifelong 
Learning Systems, UNESCO 

Panelists Profiles 

Borhene Chakroun is Director of Policies and Lifelong Learning Systems 
Division at UNESCO-HQ. He has conducted policy reviews and skills systems 
diagnosis in different contexts and has written articles and books in the field 
of skills development and lifelong learning. Recently he has focused on global 
trends in reforming education and training systems as well as the global 
agenda for skills development in the context of the 2030 Sustainable 
Development Agenda. An engineer with a PhD in Education Sciences from 
Bourgogne University in France, he has worked as a trainer, chief trainer, and 

project manager. He has also worked as a consultant for the EU, World Bank and other international 
organisations before coming to the European Training Foundation (ETF) in 2001. 

Stefania Giannini was appointed UNESCO Assistant Director-General for 
Education in May 2018, becoming the top UN official in the field. In this 
position, she provides strategic vision and leadership for UNESCO in 
coordinating and monitoring the implementation of the Education 2030 
Agenda, encapsulated in Sustainable Development Goal 4. With an academic 
background in the Humanities, Mrs. Giannini has served as Rector of the 
University for Foreigners of Perugia (2004 – 2012), being one of the first and 
youngest women to hold this position in Italy. As Senator of the Republic of 

Italy (2013 – 2018) and Minister of Education, Universities and Research (2014 – 2016), she developed 
and implemented a structural reform of the Italian education system, centered on social inclusion and 
cultural awareness. She has also been closely involved in an advisory capacity with the European 
Commissioner for Research and Innovation. 
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Alice P. Albright is the Chief Executive Officer of the Global Partnership for 
Education. She has over 30 years of international experience in the private, 
non-profit and public sectors.  
Ms. Albright previously served as the Executive Vice President and Chief 
Operating Officer of the Export-Import Bank of the United States (Ex-Im 
Bank), and the Chief Financial and Investment Officer for the Global Alliance 
for Vaccines and Immunizations (GAVI). Beforehand, Ms. Albright worked in 
banking, principally at J.P. Morgan. She received a B.A. with honors from 
Williams College, holds an M.A. from Columbia University’s School of 
International and Public Affairs, and is a Charted Financial Analyst. Ms. 

Albright serves on the Board of Directors of the UNESCO Institute for Statistics, Global Board of UNICEF’s 
Generation Unlimited, the Board of Regents at Mercersburg Academy, and is a member of the Council 
on Foreign Relations. More recently, Ms. Albright was nominated by the President of France to serve a 
member of the 2019 G7 Gender Equality Advisory Council. 
 
 

Dai Shen, Senior Vice President of Weidong Cloud Education Group, Chairman 
of DEMOS Group and President of Brest Business School. He has served as the 
head of famous French universities such as Lyon Business School, France 
Business School, Neoma Business School, etc. He is the recipient of the French 
Golden Palme Education Knight Medal. 
 
 
 

 
 

Gwang-Chol Chang, Chief, Section of Education Policy, UNESCO in the Division of 
Policies and Lifelong Learning Systems at UNESCO. Since joining UNESCO in 1996, 
he has held various positions at the Education Sector in Paris, supporting diverse 
programmes such as policy analysis, planning and management, including in post-
conflict and post disaster situations (PCPD). He also served as Senior Programme 
Specialist in the UNESCO Asia-Pacific Regional Bureau for Education and led the 
Education Section of the UNESCO Regional Office for West Africa-Sahel until 2019. 
 

 
Nicolas Reuge is Senior Adviser Education in UNICEF, team leader for the 
Sector Planning, Innovation, Data and Evidence for Results team based in 
New York Headquarters. He has 25 years’ experience in Statistics, Planning 
and Education Sector Analysis and development, acquired mostly in Africa. 
Nicolas joined UNICEF in 2009 as Chief Education in Mauritania country office; 
from 2011, he spent 8 years in UNICEF West and Central Africa Regional 
Office, as regional education specialist then Regional Education Adviser. 
Outside UNICEF, he has worked with French Ministry for Foreign affairs, Pole 
de Dakar, UNESCO, the World Bank and as independent consultant in various 

function: teachers/researcher in statistics and econometrics, Education Policy Analyst and Education 
Economist. Nicolas holds a Bachelor in Econometrics and a Master’s in finance from University of 
Toulouse, France. 
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Li Yanli, Director of Division of Statistics, Department of Development and 
Planning, Ministry of Education of China. She has been engaged in the national 
education statistics for a long time. She also has been engaged in the education 
development plan, enrollment planning management, and the establishment of 
college and university. She has served as a committee member of TCG (Technical 
Cooperation Group) of SDG4(Sustainable Development Goals 4); she has served 
as the national coordinator of education statistics project of UNESCO. 
 
 
 
 

 
Leticia Mirás is a Director of Educational Information, National Ministry of Education – 
Argentina. Sociologist and educational information specialist, University professor and 
researcher. PhD candidate in Higher Education Policy and Management. 
 
 
 
 
 

Husein Abdul-Hamid is a Senior Education Specialist and the Education Statistics 
Coordinator at the World Bank. He works on global engagements such as data for 
learning and the education flagship initiative “Systems Approach for Better 
Education Results”. He manages education lending operations with focus on 
education system reform, data systems, education in fragile contexts and learning 
in the face of adversity. His professional career includes international 
development, academia, and government. He has more than 25 years of 
experience in the following areas of education: teaching, education system 

reform, data analytics and strategic planning, system intelligence, institutional effectiveness and system 
accountability, equality in education and analysis of learning outcomes. Before joining the World Bank, 
Husein was a Senior Administrator and Professor of Management at University of Maryland in the United 
States. During his tenure at Maryland, he led pioneer research on institutional effectiveness, instructions 
and policies in relation to e-learning and adult education. Husein holds a Ph.D. degree in Statistics. His 
recent books include Data for Learning: Building a Smart Education Data system, From Compliance to 
Learning, Lessons Learned from World Bank Education Management Information System Operations and 
Learning in the Face of Adversity. 
 
 

Abdullaev Alisher, Ministry of higher and secondary specialized education of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan. Head of Department for development of ICT 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://saber.worldbank.org/index.cfm
http://saber.worldbank.org/index.cfm
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Utkir Khamdamov DSc/Doctor of Engineering, Tashkent university of information 
technology Department of Telecommunication Engineering. 
 
 
 
 

 
Tao Zhan is the Director of UNESCO Institute for Information Technologies in 
Education (IITE) located in Moscow. He received his Ph.D from Shandong 
University in China in 1987, majoring in number theory and later became a 
Research Fellow of Humboldt Foundation at University of Freiburg in Germany, 
and Professor of Mathematics at Shandong University. Before joining UNESCO 
IITE in 2017 he had served as the President of Shandong University and Jilin 
University, Director of Educational Management Information Center of 
Ministry of Education in China. Dr Zhan was also a member of the Drafting 
Group for Incheon Declaration 2015 and the UNESCO Framework for Action 
Education 2030. During the COVID-19 pandemic, IITE is working together with 

partners from different regions of the world to support teachers and students, parents and children in 
keeping learning during COVID-19. Information of IITE’s initiative Keep Learning Together we are on the 
move: https://iite.unesco.org 
 
 

Margaret Irving joined the GPE Secretariat in August 2015. She works with the 
Education, Policy and Learning team, where she leads the Secretariat’s technical 
work on data systems, and education financing. Margaret worked as an analyst in 
the Financial Institutions Group at UBS Investment Bank in London before 
undertaking a PhD in Education at Stanford University, where her research 
explored the dynamics of race, class and social mobility in South Africa. She also 
holds an MPhil in Economics from Oxford, and completed her undergraduate 
studies at the University of Cape Town. 
 

 
Alassane Ouedraogo is an Education Specialist (M&E) with extensive 
experience in education planning, policy formulation, Results-Based 
Management and statistics, in different contexts within Sub Sahara. He is 
currently working at UNICEF Regional Office—Jordan, Amman and holds a 
Master’s Degree in Statistics and Econometrics and a Master’s Degree in 
Computer Science Engineering; as well as a Professional Certificate in 
Education Finance and Planning. He has worked for a number of national, 
regional and international agencies such ADEA Working Group on Education 
Management Policy Support, UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS) respectively 

as lead expert on National Education Statistical Information Systems and lead software architect for the 
development of flexible and open source Education Management Information System framework 
currently in use in several African countries.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://iite.unesco.org/
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Silvia Montoya is the Director of the UNESCO Institute for Statistics, has extensive 
experience in a wide range of national and international initiatives to improve the 
quality, management and use of education statistics, with a specific focus on 
learning assessments. Since the adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs), she has taken a leadership role within the international education 
community by helping to build consensus around the standards, methodologies 
and indicators needed to measure progress towards Education 2030. Prior to 
joining UNESCO in 2015, she was the Director-General of Assessment and 
Evaluation of Education Quality at the Ministry of Education, Buenos Aires and 
professor/researcher at the Catholic University of Argentina. 

 
 

Satoko Yano has 20 years of experience in international education and is 
currently a Programme Specialist in Section of Education Policy at UNESCO HQs, 
leading a team working on education sector-wide policy/planning and EMIS. She 
is involved in providing technical assistance and capacity development support in 
education policy review, sector plan development and monitoring. Prior to 
joining the UNESCO HQs in 2018, she held positions at various offices in Asia-
Pacific including UNESCO New Delhi, UNESCO Asia-Pacific Regional Bureau for 
Education (Bangkok, Thailand) and UNESCO Beijing, She holds a Bachelor’s 

degree in psychology from University of Tokyo, Japan and a Master’s and Ph.D. in Comparative Education 
(with specialization in Economics of Education) from Columbia University, USA. 
 

Stéphan Vincent-Lancrin, Stéphan Vincent-Lancrin is a Senior Analyst and 
Deputy Head of Division at the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (Directorate for Education and Skills). He currently leads work on 
education during the covid-19 crisis, but also leads OECD work on digitalization 
in education, notably the project on “Smart data and digital technology in 
education: AI, learning analytics and beyond”. He also leads work around 
disciplined innovation and change management, showing with the work on 
“Fostering and Assessing Creativity and Critical Thinking in Education” what kind 
of support, environment and tools schoolteachers and university professors 

could be given to improve their teaching and their students’ learning. An example of capacity 
development through international professional learning communities. More generally, speaking he 
works on innovation in and through education, on educational research and how new trends influence 
the futures of learning and education policy at the schooling and higher education levels. His recent 
reports include Fostering Students’ Creativity and Critical Thinking: What it Means in School (OECD, 
2019). Before joining the OECD, he has worked as lecturer and researcher in economics at the University 
of Paris-Nanterre and the London School of Economics. He is a Marie Curie Fellow and a 2007 Fulbright 
New Century Scholar and received awards for his work from the US National Association of Assessment 
Directors and from the International Center for Innovation in Education. He holds a PhD in economics, a 
master’s in philosophy and a grande école diploma (Ecole Supérieure de Commerce de Paris). 
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Shiloh Naiken served as Deputy Director-General: Chief Information Officer 
at the National Department of Basic Education for the past two years before 
returning to the National Education Collaboration Trust to continue his work 
on the modernisation of School Management and Administration. While at 
DBE, Mr Naiken was responsible for Strategy, Monitoring and Evaluation, 
and Education Management System at the start of the pandemic. An 
Engineer by profession, Mr Naiken has headed strategic transformational 
initiatives focused on delivering organisational modernisation and 
optimisation yielding "doing more with less," simplified customer 
experience, incorporating new technology into business for maximum 

efficiency. With 25+ years progressive expertise in leadership and problem solving for government, 
financial and banking services; and Information Communication Technology and Telecoms industry. 
Successfully delivered over 30 innovative transformational initiatives in seven industries that focus on 
lean strategy, processes, people and technology. Mr Naiken is a member of the Ministerial Advisory 
Committee on ICT in Education. 
 
 

Francesca Pinna is a Project Officer in the UNESCO Section of Education for 
Migration, Displacement and Emergencies (EME) where she works on the 
initiative for Strengthening Institutional Information Systems for Increased 
Resilience to Crises. Francesca has been involved in the sector of Education in 
different emergency-affected contexts including Haiti, Madagascar, Palestine 
and Jordan. She holds a Master’s degree in Global Management of Risks and 
Crises from the University Panthéon-Sorbonne in Paris and is currently based 
in Geneva where she sits in the Geneva Global Education in Emergencies Hub. 
 

 
Alpha Bah is the Head of the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 
and Education Management Information System (EMIS) Units under the 
Directorate of Education Planning Policy Analysis & Budgeting, Ministry of Basic 
and Secondary Education in The Gambia. Responsible for the strategic 
management of a multi-disciplinary team of 20 nationals and internationals 
including consultants and overseas volunteers as part of the day-to-day 
administration of the Ministry ICT and EMIS needs and demands. Mr. Bah holds 
an MSc in Information Technology Service Management from the University of 

Northampton UK, an Advanced Diploma in Business Management and Economics from Saint Mary’s 
University in Halifax, Canada. Mr. Bah played a leadership role in the development of the EMIS Norms 
and Standards in the ECOWAS region. He led the Ghana EMIS Peer Review in March 2014. In 2016, led a 
team of evaluators for the Nigerian government’s EMIS Capacity Assessment and data validation exercise 
for 17 States in Nigeria 2016. As a Resource Person for the Association for the Development of Education 
in Africa (ADEA). Mr Bah conduct a situational analysis for EMIS in Namibia in 2017. He also service as a 
member of the National Think Tank for the government of the Gambia, a member of the Technical 
Cooperation Group of the SDG4 under the UNESCO Institute of Statistics. 
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Ruba Omari, is currently the Director of the Queen Rania Center for Education and 
Information Technology at the Jordanian Ministry of Education, where she manages 
all projects and programs related to information technology and education 
technology in the Ministry, and is a member of the Ministry's Central Planning 
Committee. Ruba holds a Bachelor's degree in Electronic Engineering and a Master's 
degree in Computer Science from the Jordan University of Science and Technology. 
She has more than 26 years of experience in education and technology, during which 
she held various positions, gaining experience in management, team building, 

professional development, and strategic planning. 
 

 
Avi Sharabi  is a technology executive with more than 25 years’ experience 
in the development and delivery of large scale business transformation in 
Australia and the US. He has deep experience in the execution of strategy 
through to delivery of technology initiatives, including digital and data 
initiatives, for some of Australia's largest and well-known corporations. Avi 
leads KPMG's Digital Delta team for the Financial Services sector. He helps 
senior business leaders develop strategies to align their data and analytics 
to their organisation’s strategic objectives. As a change agent and a 
passionate people leader, Avi has a strong track record of hiring, mentoring 

and retaining exceptional talent. He is firm believer that for organisations to be successful in the 21st 
century it is critical that they be adaptive – able to disrupt themselves, their service delivery models and 
their relationships with customers, partners and employees. 
 

Mr. Ali Al Yafei is currently the Advisor to the Minister of Education, with over 
25 years of experience in Information technology and digital transformation in 
public and private sectors, and experience that covers wide range of disciplines 
such as finance, education, infrastructure, military and regulatory Bodies.  
Currently he is overseeing a large digital transformation program in education 
through Mohamed Bin Rashed Smart learning program, and the development 
of the national integrated Digital Learning Ecosystem. 
 

 
 
 

Louis Macquet EMIS Cloud Business Development lead for Microsoft Education 
MEA since 2019, supporting the capacity of education systems on modern EMIS. 
Louise’s passion for technology stems from a deep grounding in technology 
solutions with work experience in the ICT & Education sector over the past 18 
years. Embracing the promise of digital transformation of education with much 
success, Louise is a system leader with a comprehensive understanding of new and 
modern models, supporting stakeholders across education with end-to-end 
security, compliance and interoperability of education data. 
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Pierre Chapelet is an Education Programme Specialist working in the 
Section of Education Policy, Division of Policies and Lifelong Learning, 
UNESCO.  Pierre is an experienced international development expert, 
with more than 15 years of experience managing and implementing a 
diverse range of projects for UN development programmes, especially 
in the area of education policy formulation, strategic planning and 
education management information systems. He has worked or 
consulted in over 30 countries for various agencies such as UNESCO, 
UNICEF and World Bank, including in emergency contexts. Pierre 
contributed significantly to the development and implementation of 
the generic and open source OpenEMIS since its inception in 2007 and 
implemented UNESCO support project for strengthening the national 

EMIS in Jordan. He later joined Community Systems Foundation as a Senior Programme Advisor to 
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